TISSART
WOOD
143-TS  Right front upright post
142-TS  Left front upright post
144-TS  Right back upright post (without beam latch)
141-TS  Left back upright post (without beam latch)
151-TS  Upper or middle cross-member
152-TS  Treadle set cross-member
154-TS  Shelf for tapestry accessories (+ iron-fitting)
111-TS  Right, lateral cross-member (without latch)
112-TS  Left lateral cross-member (without latch)
164--TS Upper warp beam with wheels
165-TS  Lower cloth beam with wheels and canvas apron
115-TS  Right harness slide
116-TS  Left harness slide
121-122D-TS Right reed support
121-1220-TS Left reed support,
170-TS  Harness axle cross-member
168-TS  Harness back part
169-TS  Harness front part
156-TS  Batten handtree
157-TS  Flatten sley
159-TS  Batten axle cross-member
129-TS  Right treadle support
131-TS  Left treadle support
130-TS  Treadle
135-TS  Treadle spacer
132-TS  Treadle set board
125-TS  Take-up motion handle with ratchet pawl
126-TS  Brake treadle

METAL
421-461-TS Harness frame end assembled to right lower part of
          left upper part of iron-fitt. for harn. frame end
421-462-TS Harness frame end assembled to right upper part of
          left lower part of iron-fitt. for harn. frame end
4249-TS  Spring clip for harness frame end
422-TS   Heddle support
423-TS   Hook for heddle support
463-TS   Lever connecting harness axle to treadles
464-465-TS Arm operating the batten (assembled)
466-TS   Batten spring
467-TS   Treadle set axle rod
406-TS   Strengthening piece for take-up motion handle
4U7-TS   Strengthening piece for ratchet pawls
417-TS   Take-up motion handle support
412-TS   Beam latch
3000-4701 Flat steel brake circle
4719-TS  Strengthening piece for brake
3000-5884 Brake springy
469-TS  I  iron-fitting for tapestry accessories shelf

Cast-iron
302-TS   Plain wheel
303-TS   Brake drum
308-TS   Ratchet wheel
5862-TS  Crank
306-TS   Ratchet pawl for take-up motion handle
307D-TS  Ratchet pawl for cloth beam (short)
307LD-TS Ratchet pawl for cloth beam (long)